
SOCIAL PHOTO

• Photography

• Authenticity/selfies

• Storytelling

• Bauman – liquid modernity

• Nostalgia

• Relationships in liquid modernity 

• Learning Outcome 2. Critically apply theoretical considerations to their own use of social 
media



SOCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

• Photography – social photography 

• Social media – social visibility and social invisibility

• 2010: Hipstamatic – the App of the Year by Apple

• Nostalgia

• Social camera is digitally networked

• Imagined past and digital future



SELFIES AND AUTHENTICITY

• Search for authenticity 

• Baudrillard simulations –

• Instability/photos in flux

• The Selfie

• Social photo – part of self-expression, memory, 
sociality

• Way of seeing – constant tourists

‘Selfies are defined as a self-shot 

photograph, taken at arms-length or 

in front of a mirror [as a] 

‘photographic object that initiates the 

transmission of human feeling in the 

form of a relationship’ (Senft and 

Baym 2015, p1589 cited in Hart, 

2017: 303)



STORYTELLING

• Photography no longer about memories

• But now interface for visual communication

• Low barriers 

• Storytelling – sharing the experiences



SOCIAL PHOTOS

• Social photos tell new truths

• The phone has changed what a camera is

• Social cameras are not neutral windows to the world



ZYGMUNT BAUMAN

• Philosopher – liquid world

• Fluid, porous, impermanent (Bauman on Modernity) (10.38 mins)

• Liquid modernity – shifts from one social position to another in a 
fluid manner

• Nomadism – general trait of liquid modern person

• No longer solid photograph – digital 

• Bazin – mummy complex (reality frozen in time)

https://youtu.be/lPRV8fTn3WQ


NOSTALGIA

• Nostalgia – longing for the past

• Nostalgia for the present

• Anything we do is a potential image

• Imploding the present into the past



LIQUID MODERNITY 

• Everything changes (see Bauman 7.32 mins) 

• Increasing polarisation 

• Solutions found through shopping

• Flexibility has replaced solidity 

• Includes the way we see 

• Each other, significant others, institutions, loyalties

• Our lives go to landfill 

• Live in fleeting, episodic moments

https://youtu.be/73Nmv-4jvSc


RELATIONSHIPS

• Liquid modern life isolates people

• Being seen to be busy – communicating online

• Socially absent 

• Inconspicuous consumption (7.41 mins) 

• (Conspicuous consumption (7.36 mins)- Veblen) 

• Boundaries blurred between work and leisure

• Interactivity leading to interpassivity 

• Deep thinking is limited 

https://youtu.be/rrYUgQ-MOQE
https://youtu.be/7fH059lvb44


SUMMARY

• Photography

• Authenticity

• Storytelling

• Bauman – liquid modernity

• Nostalgia

• Relationships in liquid modernity 

• Inconspicuous consumption 
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